Learning Collaborative – Minutes – March 15, 2007

Members present: Boylan, Candido, Lennertz Jetton, Parker-Gibson, Salisbury

The group approved the previous weeks minutes. There was no news regarding the timetable on the videos; therefore, we will continue to proceed as agreed upon.

The group turned to a discussion of the Basic Author and Title Searching / Reading a Record template. As members had sent changes to Necia, changes were made on the templates reviewed by all of the group, and there was a need for some scope change, Necia agreed to continue to work on the template and that there would be a review by the group in the future.

The collaborative turned to the discussion of the template on Requesting and Retrieving Interlibrary Loan Items. Changes were made to the template during the meeting. Lora agreed to seek additional edits to the document after the meeting and prior to making a test video.